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Abstract

Program verification is only as useful as its ability to produce results in a timely manner. In this research we investigate what performance bottlenecks are in the VerCors verification tool for concurrent programs. The aim is to identify the cause of a performance bottleneck, in order to optimize the tool.

We introduce a technique to identify what properties of a program are more difficult to verify. Using those results, we present solutions to two performance bottlenecks that were identified: 1. An alternative encoding of arrays is implemented in the tool which allows the tool to reason up to 4 times faster about programs that make use of arrays. 2. Our research in generating triggers for quantified expressions show that speedups up to 30% are possible. Though further research is required to investigate if this solution can be generalized and optimized further.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Computer software takes an increasingly important role in our life. Think of the software that is used to (help to) fly planes, that is used to control our financial systems, but also that is starting to drive our cars. Therefore it is more important than ever to make sure that the software works as intended. However, the tasks that we can “give” to computers are getting more and more complex. That is made possible by the leaps in processing power that are made in the semi conductor industries that produce our computer chips. With multi-core processing units it is possible for software to perform tasks in parallel, where multiple processes are working on multiple (different) tasks. However, one process might run faster than others, e.g., because of scheduling by an operating system or other external factors. If multiple processes then also have to work on data that is shared between the processes it becomes inherently harder to show that the tasks are performed as intended, since all possible interleavings of the processes have to be considered.

Fortunately, it is possible to use the same computing power to analyze and mathematically verify the software. This is done by so-called deductive software verification. From the program and specification, we derive verification conditions. If the verification conditions hold, the program respects its specifications. The verification conditions can be discharged (or checked) using automated theorem provers.

A specification language is used to specify what the “intended workings” of the program are. This is done by adding annotations to the program that specify what conditions should hold for the state of the program at specific points. These annotations can be pre conditions (conditions that should hold before a method call), post conditions (conditions that will hold after the method call) or invariants (conditions that hold before, during and after a method call). Additional assertions and loop invariants can be used to specify (required) properties in intermediate points of the program.

Verification is based on Hoare logic [10]. In this logic a Hoare triple \( \{P\} S \{Q\} \) binds together a precondition \( P \), a program statement \( S \) and a postcondition \( Q \). If the Hoare triple is valid this means that executing \( S \) in any state that satisfies
on completeness the result state will satisfy \( Q \). Applying this technique by enclosing program methods as statements with pre- and post conditions then gives the means to reason modularly about correctness of programs.

In order to use program verification to improve the quality of the software that is being developed, the verification techniques need to be integrated into a development workflow. That means that first of all the technique needs to be integrated in the (higher level) programming language in which the program is developed. Next, the specification language needs to be expressive enough for the developer to express the desired properties of the software with reasonable effort. And finally it should produce results that are of use to the developer. In the VerCors tool this is done by supporting Java and C (to work with OpenCL and OpenMP). A specification language based on JML is used to specify the desired properties. See (the left half of) figure 1.1. Verification results are translated to descriptive messages and when applicable mapped to the relevant parts of the source code.

One of the key parts of making a verification tool usable is the speed with which it manages to produce results. In this regard the VerCors tool seems to perform somewhat unpredictably. For instance, writing the same property over a (possibly unbounded) number of heap locations using recursive predicates instead of using quantifiers (or visa versa) can influence the verification time a lot. In extreme cases, we have seen that a program that could be verified in approximately 10 seconds with one technique could take more than 5 minutes to verify using the other technique. With this research we will look into possible causes for this unpredictable behavior, how we can identify root causes and how to possibly reduce the problems.

The project focuses on two main questions:

- What are the performance bottlenecks in VerCors?
- How can we mitigate found performance bottlenecks, using the techniques and tools that are available in VerCors?

To answer these questions we consulted users of the VerCors tool and experts on the underlying verification tools. To help to answer the first question we introduce a framework to identify which aspects of a program are slow to verify with VerCors. With this framework we can identify specific syntactical structures in input programs, and monitor a normalized value of the time it takes to verify programs that contain this structure. By comparing this value against the normalized values for other structures we can determine if the structure is more likely to cause a bottleneck in verification. In answer to the second question we look at two bottle-necks that were identified: The encoding that is being used to reason about arrays and the way VerCors treats universal quantifiers. For the former we propose a new array encoding that allows us to reason up to four times faster about arrays. For the latter we investigate if triggers can help to boost the performance when universal quantification is used in specifications. We show that triggers can have a significant positive effect on performance.
However, we also see that transformations that are needed to be able to generate triggers can cause a negative effect. Therefore more research needs to be done to investigate if we can prepare for, and generate triggers only when it has a positive effect.

We continue with some background information on the VerCors tool in chapter 2. Next we discuss what performance is in the context of program verification with VerCors, how we measure performance and how we have identified performance bottlenecks in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 and 5 we discuss two performance bottlenecks that were identified: namely the encoding as used for arrays and the use of quantifiers without triggers. In Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 we look at related work and conclude with a summary of the results and we discuss future work.
Chapter 2

Background

The VerCors tool [1] is a tool to verify concurrent and parallel programs. It aims to make verification usable for developers that are not necessarily formal method experts. VerCors uses a specification language based on the Java Modeling Language (JML) [6] extended with notations for separation logic [15]. The tool currently verifies multiple concurrency paradigms, including heterogeneous concurrency (C and Java), compiler directives as used in deterministic parallelism (OpenMP) and GPU kernels with barriers and atomics (OpenCL) [4].

In this chapter we look at the theories as used in VerCors and how these are implemented/used in VerCors.

2.1 Separation logic

As mentioned before, VerCors uses a specification language based on JML extended with annotations for separation logic. Separation logic [15], is an extension of Hoare logic to reason about low-level imperative programs that use shared mutable data structures. In separation logic there is an explicit distinction between the heap and the store. This means that you can express that you have a pointer to a location on the heap. The separating conjunction (∗) is used to combine formulas. A formula \( \phi_1 \ast \phi_2 \) is valid for heap \( H \) if we can split the heap into two distinct heaps \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) in which \( \phi_1 \) holds for heap \( h_1 \) and \( \phi_2 \) holds for heap \( h_2 \). This makes that separation logic is also suitable to reason about multi-threaded programs. If threads operate on different parts of the heap, they can be verified in isolation. However in classical separation logic two threads are not permitted to read the same data. Something that is allowed, and often necessary in multi-threaded programs. Therefore in VerCors the separation logic is extended with access permissions.
2.2 Permission-based logic

To reason about which thread can read and write to certain locations on the heap, VerCors makes use of permission-based logic \[5\][9][1]. In permission-based separation logic every location on the heap is associated with a permission. Permissions to a heap location can be divided and combined, but can not be duplicated. To write to a heap location, a thread needs 100% of the permissions to that location. With a partial permission it is only possible to read a location. This ensures that if a thread has a read permission for a location, the value on that location will not change, since no other thread can have 100% of the permissions. On the other hand, if a thread has write permission to a location it will be the only thread that has permission to that location. Thus if all locations on the heap are protected with permissions then the program is data race free and reasoning can be done in a thread-modular way.

Listing 2.1: Example specification in C.
1 //@ requires Perm(x, read) ** Perm(y, read);
2 //@ ensures Perm(x, read) ** Perm(y, read);
3 //@ ensures result == *x + *y;
4 int plus(int* x, int* y) {
5   return *x + *y;
6 }

To illustrate the concepts see Listing 2.1. In this code fragment, we have a method to add two integers that are stored on the heap (pointers \(x\) and \(y\)). In line 1, we specify that we need permission to read location \(x\) and location \(y\). The permissions are separated by a double star, which is the symbol used by VerCors to denote the separating conjunction. The double star is used to distinguish it from the multiplication operator. In line 3, we specify a functional property, namely that if the method terminates the result is the sum of both integer values. In order to prove that the values at \(x\) and \(y\) are not changed by other threads during the execution of the method, we must prove that we have not lost the permissions on the heap locations. That is specified in line 2. The requires and ensures clauses specify the pre- and postconditions of the method, thereby making it possible to reason modularly about the code fragment just as it is done with Hoare triples. With these ingredients, VerCors can deduce that the implementation adheres to its specification. Of course, this is quite trivial for this example, but with this specification this piece of code can now be used in reasoning about other (more complex) programs that make use of this code. Note that VerCors also allows us to write the pre- and postcondition for the permissions in line 1 and 2 in one statement, using the context keyword. However, for illustrative purposes we have specified them separately.
2.3 VerCors implementation

The VerCors tool is built as a compiler for specified code. Currently VerCors has front-end parsers for (concurrent) Java and C, for programs with OpenMP compiler directives and OpenCL kernels. These parsers are extended with parsers for the specification language as used in VerCors. Further, there is a parser for the PVL language: a program/ prototype verification language.

For every front-end programming language, a parser parses the annotated source program and produces an abstract syntax tree (AST) in the Common Object Language (COL). The AST of the COL language consists of nodes that represent the various concurrency abstractions that are supported by VerCors. Transformations on the AST rewrite the syntax tree to a semantically equivalent tree that consists of nodes that can easily be mapped to the language that is used in the chosen back-end verifier.

Two techniques are used to transform the AST: With visitors parts of the tree can be changed, by replacing a high level abstraction node by a semantic equivalent structure of simpler nodes. Using a rewrite system, the AST can also be refined according to rewrite rules. The rewrite system tries to match the left-hand side of a rule, and if it matches it will be replaced by the right-hand side of the rule. This continues until no more matches are found.

Every transformation is defined in its own “compiler pass”. The passes are referenced by a name, thereby making it easy to reuse transformations, and use them in new lists of transformations for back-ends with other (syntactical) requirements.

In the back-end, verification is done on the transformed program. To map possible errors back to the original source program, VerCors keeps track of where each node in the AST originated from. A simple overview can be seen in Figure 1.1. This architecture aims to make it easier to create new (language) front-ends, experiment with other transformations or to use other verification back-ends.

2.3.1 Viper back-end

Initially VerCors translated the given verification problems to Chalice [12] and Boogie [2]. Over time, the functionality of these back-ends were subsumed by the Viper tool [14].

Viper is a verification infrastructure with strong support for permission-based logics such as separation logic. It has support for two back-ends: one using symbolic execution (named Silicon) and one using verification condition generation via an encoding into Boogie (named Carbon). Both back-ends in Viper make use of the SMT (satisfiability modulo theories) solver Z3 [7] to discharge proof obligations.

The Viper intermediate language is a simple sequential language that includes a flexible permission model. This allows us to express the higher level concurrency abstractions as a Viper program, and use the Viper program for
both the symbolic execution back-end and the verification constraint generator back-end.

**Versions of the tool**

For the work in this thesis three versions of the VerCors tool play an important role. Work on this thesis started when version $\text{Vct1}$ was current (Jun 2018). This version serves most as a reference for measurements and comparison to other versions. In version $\text{Vct2}$ a (Sep 2018) start was made to address the first performance bottleneck; the encoding of arrays. In this version an update to the Viper back-end broke some of the functionality in VerCors. The work described in this thesis not only mitigates some of the performance bottlenecks that were present in version $\text{Vct1}$, it also fixes most of the problems that were present in version $\text{Vct2}$. And version $\text{Vct3}$ is a more recent version of VerCors (Jan 2019), that is used to illustrate how the work for this thesis contributes to the tool. References to the actual sources of these versions can be found in Appendix A.
Chapter 3
Analysis of performance bottlenecks

In order to optimize performance of the VerCors tool, we must first establish where the tool lacks performance. The most obvious way to identify performance bottlenecks is to talk to users of the tool. In most cases the cause of a bottleneck is not immediately clear. To understand this we have to look at the process of writing the program specification. The user has an idea about the property of the program that he or she wants to verify. However, often the user has a choice in how to specify this property. For instance, let’s assume the user wants to specify that all elements in an integer array have the value 0. The user could specify this property by using a universal quantifier of the form \( \texttt{int } i; 0 \leq i \&\& i < \texttt{a.length}; \texttt{a[i]} == 0; \), but this property could also be specified using a recursive function like \( \texttt{boolean zero(int[] a, int i) = i < a.length? a[i] == 0 \&\& zero(a, i+1): true; } \). In different contexts, one or the other could be more suitable. When the specifications become more complicated, more choices are possible. Further specifications for one method might be needed to prove another property for a different method. Therefore a user might decide to change the specification in order to be able to prove another property. During this process, it is not always clear what effect the change to one specification has on proving the other specifications. Furthermore, a slow-to-verify specification for a program is undesirable, and is therefore either discarded or changed, leaving us with nothing to analyze. Therefore the most concrete evidence for a bottleneck in verification performance a user can give is an example with an annotated program that is slow to verify (despite the efforts to improve it).

Another useful source to help identify performance bottlenecks are Viper-experts. VerCors translates the input program to a Viper program, and the actual verification is done in the Viper tool. People with an expertise in verification with Viper could thus advise how to best encode certain constructs into Viper code.

In order to objectively reason about performance in relation to program ver-
ification with VerCors, we looked at more than just expert opinions. Therefore, in Section 3.1 we first define what performance is in this context. Next we explain how we measured performance in Section 3.2. Then, in Section 3.3 we look at the framework that was developed to identify what parts of a program are more or less slow to verify. In Section 3.4 we discuss the results and the performance bottlenecks we identified.

### 3.1 Defining performance

In order to identify bottlenecks in performance, we must first define performance in the context of program verification with VerCors. Since input languages, specification language and verification back-ends are already determined by what is currently available, performance is not about what is and what is not supported. What remains is the time it takes to verify a program. From a tools point of view it is simple. The tool receives an input (program) from the user, does its work and presents the results. From a user point of view it is more complicated. Verifying a program implicitly means that the program is a given entity, and is something we can not change. However using VerCors means that the user is in the process of verifying the program. This means that specifications and annotations change during this process. In this process, the tool can already steer or suggest the user to create the specifications and annotations in a certain way. This means that the tool can have somewhat influence on its input. In this research, we assume the input program to be a given entity. We want to evaluate performance on a mechanical level. We want the tool to perform optimally independent of the way how a specification is written, even if another specification by the user might give better performance.

### 3.2 Measuring results

In order to measure the effect of changes in the tool on task performance, scripts have been developed\(^1\). These scripts use the output of VerCors to determine the time it takes to verify a given program. By default, VerCors already reports the total verification time in milliseconds. By calling the tool with the --progress flag, VerCors will also report the time every intermediate pass in the tool takes. This is used to distinguish between the total verification time and the time that is spent in the back-end verification tool for the actual verification. Thereby we can tell where most of the verification time is spent, and where we thus need to focus our attention.

With the script to call the tool and process the outputs we compare verification times of different versions of the tool, using different encodings, on the same examples. Of course this makes it easy to do multiple runs and compute mean times and deviations.

\(^1\)The VerCors scripts are located at [https://github.com/HenkMulder/vercors-scripts](https://github.com/HenkMulder/vercors-scripts).
Representable examples

In order to determine how tool changes affect performance of the tool, a set of examples has been selected from the VerCors example repository. First of all, the selection was reduced by using the following criteria:

- Examples should work with the Silicon back-end.
- Each example consists of a single file.
- The examples have a Pass verdict.

Then we looked at the AST node types of these examples when they are first translated to the internal COL language. These AST node types represent the different concurrency abstractions that VerCors support, such as, parallel blocks and barriers. We also look at the types that are used in the examples, such as class types in Java or pointers in C or any other special type used for specifications, like sets or bags. In our final set of examples, we want to cover every type of COL AST node and all the types that are used in the examples. In this way we are certain that if a translation for one of the abstractions or types is changed, we can monitor the effect on all other types and abstractions as well.

First we looked at the examples that took more than 10 seconds to verify. This is because these examples are more likely to represent realistic verification problems, rather than being a test for one or another feature. Then we collected all node types, determined which type was most rare and added the example that has most of these nodes to our representable set. For the nodes and types that are not covered by the larger examples, we used the same procedure on the set of smaller examples until all node types and data types are covered by the set of representable examples. The resulting set is listed in Appendix B and has 16 examples in both Java, C and PVL.

Note that examples were selected from the VerCors repository at the time that version \texttt{Vct1} was current. In later versions of VerCors, a newer version of Viper is used that caused some examples to break. This concerns examples that make use of arrays and sequences. Some of these examples had to be updated, where others could not be fixed. The updates were merged into the repository at a later date. Therefore, all measurements are done on the representable example set that is current at the commit as described in Appendix B. All the examples in this version are backward-compatible with version \texttt{Vct1} of VerCors. The examples that could not be fixed for version \texttt{Vct2} and \texttt{Vct3} are there to illustrate the results of the work that is done for this thesis.

Measurements

For the baseline measurements, version \texttt{Vct1} of the tool was used. This version was current in June 2018. In Table 3.1 we show the verification times of the examples from the set of representable examples for version \texttt{Vct1} of VerCors. In the second column, there are the number of runs that were done to compute
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Verdict</th>
<th>Total time mean</th>
<th>Total time stdev</th>
<th>Back-end time mean</th>
<th>Back-end time stdev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>case-studies/prefixsum-drf.pvl</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>193286</td>
<td>6601</td>
<td>185645</td>
<td>6567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>witnesses/TreeWandSilver.java</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>33340</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>30495</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carp/summation-kernel-1.pvl</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>24320</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>16726</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verifythis2018/challenge2.pvl</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>21709</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>13346</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floats/TestHist.java</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>21423</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>16021</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carp/histogram-submatrix.c</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>19579</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>11901</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floats/TestFloat.java</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>15827</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>9195</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openmp/add-spec-simd.c</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>14440</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>7694</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>layers/LFQHist.java</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>13597</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>8482</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openmp/addvec2.pvl</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>12822</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>6612</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrays/DutchNationalFlag.pvl</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>10799</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>5900</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>futures/TestFuture.pvl</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>6824</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>3955</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manual/option.pvl</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>6798</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>2994</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waitnotify/Queue.pvl</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>5441</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>3366</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type-casts/TypeExample1.java</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>5261</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>3230</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basic/CollectionTest.pvl</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>5047</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Verification times (in ms) for VerCors version Vct1.

the times. For each time the mean and the standard deviation is given. With a deviation of the total time that is less than 4% of the total time for all the examples, we argue that 5 runs are sufficient to get an accurate enough indication of the verification times. As we can see, for examples that take more time to verify relatively more time is spent in the back-end. This indicates that the transformation process in VerCors itself does not cause the performance bottlenecks for these examples.

Details about the system that was used for the measurements in this thesis can be found in Appendix C.

3.3 Learn verification times for AST node types

In order to get an idea of what kind of concurrency abstractions take the most time to verify, a framework was developed to measure this. As explained in Section 2.3, VerCors translates the input program to the COL language. This language is defined by an abstract syntax tree (AST) that contains nodes that represent each type of abstraction. E.g. parallel regions, parallel blocks, barriers, etc. The nodes that represent the high-level abstractions are then transformed to equivalent AST constructs consisting of “simpler” node-types. This way all high-level abstractions are reduced to an AST that can be expressed in the Viper language. By visiting all nodes in the COL AST before it is transformed, we can count how many nodes of a specific type there are in the program. After verification we know how long the verification of the program took. We
can divide the time by the number of expressions we counted. This time we call the 'unit time'. For all node types we store a value called the 'learned unit time'. Every time a node-type occurs in a verification run, the value for this node type is adjusted to the unit time. The node-types that represent abstractions that are slower to verify will thus end up with a higher learned unit time. This gives an indication to which transformations might require our attention for performance improvements. Since the unit times per node-type for all verification runs are reduced to one value, the latest verification run will have the most impact on this value. To reduce the deviation the value is updated with a fraction of the new unit time: \( \text{newValue} = (1-f) \times \text{oldValue} + f \times \text{unitTime.} \) Where 'f' is the fraction to update with. To get an idea about how much the unit time for a specific node-type fluctuates, we also keep track of the absolute difference between the new unit time and the old value of the learned unit time. This absolute difference is stored and updated just as the unit times. If the learned absolute difference of a unit time for a specific node-type is low, then the learned unit time is a more accurate indicator of the time it takes to verify the concurrency abstraction that this node-type represents.

For illustration let’s consider the following expression, that specifies that all elements in the array named input are zero:

\[
(\forall \text{int } i \; 0 \leq i \&\& i < \text{input.length}; \text{input}[i] == 0); 
\]

In this example we count the following expressions:

- vct.col.ast.expr.BindingExpression:Forall (1)
- vct.col.ast.expr.constant.ConstantExpression (2)
- vct.col.ast.expr.NameExpression (4)
- vct.col.ast.expr.OperatorExpression:LT (1)
- vct.col.ast.expr.OperatorExpression:LTE (1)
- vct.col.ast.expr.OperatorExpression:And (1)
- vct.col.ast.expr.OperatorExpression:Length (1)
- vct.col.ast.expr.OperatorExpression:Subscript (1)
- vct.col.ast.expr.OperatorExpression:EQ (1)

Thus we count 13 expressions in total. If we assume that verifying this expression would take 2600 ms, we get the unit time of \( 2600/13 = 200 \) ms for all the 9 node types in this example. Now the learned unit times for these 9 node types are adjusted to this new unit time. Note that the number of expressions is only used to determine the unit time. A larger program, with more expressions, that would take longer to verify, would thus not per see have a greater unit time for the specific node types. Thereby the unit time is a normalized value for a type of AST node.

There might also be special AST constructs of which we want to find out if they take more time to verify. For this purpose, a generic SpecialCountVisitor
has been implemented, that walks the syntax tree. By overriding visit methods, and increasing a counter if a node matches the AST construct, we can keep track on how many times these constructs occur in the AST. The counts of these special constructs will not add to the count that determines the unit time for a given verification run, since they are made up of nodes that are already counted. However the entries in the 'learned unit times' file for these special constructs are adjusted to the unit time of the verification run. Again, this allows us to see if these constructs are slower to verify in general. For instance, the TypesCountVisitor is such a visitor. This visitor keeps track of which data types are used in the input program. This allows us to determine if the encoding of certain data types cause poor performance in verification.

The results with the learned unit times are stored in the hidden folder .learn/. All the files are in JSON format. Therefore they can be read with a regular text editor. The entries in the files are sorted by descending values, thereby making it easier to spot which entries need our attention. Since there are multiple results we want to distinguish, we adopted the following naming schema:

- The filename starts with the name of the back-end that is being used followed by an underscore.
- Next in the filename is the name that the developer gave to the counting pass. For now this is only the “before_rewrite” name, since that is where the pass takes place. In case developers want to monitor unit times at different points in the transformation process of VerCors, additional counting passes with a different name can be added to the list of compiler passes. These counting passes will then be stored in a separate file with the given name.
- The values that monitor how much the unit times differ are stored in a separate file. For this file the name is appended with “diff”. Thus if a developer adds an additional counting pass, an additional file in which the unit time differences are monitored is automatically generated.

Learning unit times for AST nodes is an analysis tool, and is not required to perform program verification. Therefore this feature is not enabled by default. In order to use this feature VerCors must be called with the --learn command-line option.

If we run the test suite of VerCors on the entire example directory we get the learned unit times from Appendix C.1.

3.4 Discussion

One of the most prevalent examples that was slow to verify, suggested by users, is the parallel prefixsum example in the VerCors example repository [16]. Analyzing verification times for the other examples in the VerCors example repository also showed that the prefixsum example is the slowest to verify. This example
has thus been used to identify bottlenecks. Other indications that users gave were not very specific, but have been investigated: The use of quantifiers seem to make verification slow, and specifications with (quantified) permissions also seem to take more time. In Chapter 5 we look more closely at quantifiers.

Looking at the Viper translation that VerCors generated for the prefixsum example, one of the experts identified the way VerCors encodes arrays as being a potential bottleneck. Therefore, the array encoding is investigated in more detail in section 4.

The results in Section 3.2 show that, for examples that take longer to verify, most of the time is spent in the back-end verifier. This indicates that the transformation process in VerCors is not the cause of a performance bottleneck for these examples.

The unit times in Appendix C.1 shows that the encoding of Strings and Options seem to be slow. For the Option type, we can also see that the learned difference in unit time is 0.0. This is because there is only one example that uses Options (before rewriting). Further we see that the operations ValidMatrix and ValidArray have high unit times, just as the BindingExpression with the Star binder, which represents a universal quantifier to specify permissions on (un)bounded heap structures. We know that these AST structures are frequent in the parallel prefixsum example. This corresponds to the information given by the users and Viper experts.

Running a limited set of examples gives us only a minimal indication of what is going on. Since the AST does not change between runs, and verification times will also be similar each time. Therefore learning is best done in an environment that is used for many different verification problems, such as an online demo environment where lots of different programs are verified.

The framework can be extended by adding AST visitors to recognize and count other program constructs. This makes it possible to adapt the implementation to monitor other program constructs, if suspicions arise that those constructs may cause poor performance.
Chapter 4

Array encoding

In this chapter, we elaborate on how array structures are treated in VerCors. As discussed in Chapter 3, the encoding of arrays, and more specifically the encoding of injectivity of arrays, was identified as being a potential bottleneck in verification. In this chapter, we look at an alternative encoding of arrays. First, in Section 4.1, we look at how arrays were encoded in the past, the reasons why it was encoded this way and the shortcomings of this encoding. Next we look at a new encoding in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3 we compare verification results for versions of the tool with the old and the new array encoding. Finally we discuss the results in Section 4.4.

4.1 Old array encoding

In the parsing phase, all Java, C and PVL arrays are transformed to COL arrays. During the COL transformations, the Array type is wrapped in an Option type. In this way we can reason about initialized and uninitialized arrays. An OptionNone models an uninitialized array (a C array pointing to NULL or a Java or PVL array being null), while an OptionSome contains the initialized array. In order to reason about permissions to elements in the array, the inner type of the array is wrapped in a Cell type. This Cell type is in a later transformation transformed to a reference to a field in Viper, which allows us to reason about permissions on this field. This transformation is implemented in the “rewrite_arrays” compiler pass. Thus the transformation chain for the old array encoding looks as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input type</th>
<th>Type after parsing</th>
<th>rewrite_arrays</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>int []</td>
<td>Array&lt;Integer&gt;</td>
<td>Option&lt;Seq&lt;Cell&lt;Integer&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Multi-dimensional arrays (arrays of arrays) were flattened to a one-dimensional array. An additional function was generated by VerCors to calculate the index of the element in the flattened array that corresponds to the element of the multi-dimensional array. This was done because previous versions of Viper did not allow nested quantification, or quantification with multiple variables, for permissions. This made it hard to reason about permissions on elements in multi-dimensional arrays. This additional transformation is done in the “recognize_multidim” compiler pass.

To illustrate what changes in the “recognize_multidim” transformation we use the code in Listing 4.1. In this example, the type of the multi-dimensional array “matrix” would change from Array<Array<Integer>> with the dimensions M and N, to an Array<Integer> with length M * N. The assignment to matrix[i][j] would then change to an assignment to matrix[multidim_index_2(M, N, i, j)]. In the later “rewrite_arrays” transformation, the types would then change as if it is a one-dimensional array. Note that it is necessary to specify the dimensions of the arrays, since these are needed to calculate the corresponding index for the flattened array.

Listing 4.1: Multi-dimensional array access.

```c
void setVal(int [M][N] matrix, int i, int j, int val) {
    matrix[i][j] = val;
}
```

For completeness, the Viper code for the multidim_2 function is given below. The additional postconditions of the function are needed to specify that every tuple of indices (in this case the 2-tuple (i0, i1)) is an injective mapping to the new index as calculated by the function (provided that the indices are within the bounds as specified in the preconditions). The function to calculate the new index is a non-linear function. Since non-linear theories in general are undecidable, the contract of this function can not always be proven. Therefore we need to assume the post conditions of the function. In Viper this can be done by omitting the body of the function. Without a body of the function to verify, Viper will assume the postconditions after the preconditions have been checked.

```c
function multidim_index_2(N0: Int, N1: Int, i0: Int, i1: Int): Int
    requires 0 <= i0
    requires i0 < N0
    requires 0 <= N0
    requires 0 <= i1
    requires i1 < N1
    requires 0 <= N1
    ensures 0 <= result
    ensures result < N0 * N1
    ensures result == i0 * N1 + i1
    ensures result % N1 == i1
```
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In older versions of Viper, there was no check on bounds in sequences. However later versions of Viper (the versions of Viper as used from Vct2 onwards in VerCors) also require that all accesses to a sequence are within bounds. This is where the non-linear calculation as used for multi-dimensional arrays becomes a problem. In Viper all integer arithmetic is passed to Z3. Unfortunately Z3 can not reliably discharge proof obligations about non-linear arithmetic. Therefore Viper can not reliably prove that an access to a sequence using the multidim_X function (where X is the number of dimensions of the array) is within bounds, and will therefore fail on this point.

By construction, arrays in Java and C are injective. That means that every element in the array is different from all other elements in the array (every slot is a distinct block of memory). With the encoding as a sequence of references, this was not necessarily the case in VerCors, since a sequence could look like xs = 0X4, 0X4, 0X8, ..., in which the first two elements are references to the same block of memory. Therefore in VerCors there was the possibility to specify so-called valid arrays and valid matrices, with the keywords \array(<name>, <dim>) and \matrix(<name>, <dim1>, <dim2>). Being valid means that the array or matrix is not null, has the specified dimensions and that all slots are different. Since the encoding of this property was identified as being a possible bottleneck in verification, we will look at this encoding more closely. The specification \array(input, N) is translated to the Viper code as shown in Listing 4.2.

Listing 4.2: Viper encoding of \array(input, N).

```viper
input != VCTNone() && (|getVCTOption1(input)| == N
&& (forall i: Int, j: Int : true
  && (0 <= i && i < |getVCTOption1(input)|
    && 0 <= j && j < |getVCTOption1(input)|
    && getVCTOption1(input)[i] == getVCTOption1(input)[j])
  ==> i == j)
```

For a matrix the result would look similar, since the matrix is flattened to a one-dimensional array. Only the upper bounds on i and j would change to the product of the dimensions. In order to reason about actual values in the array that is quantified over, the prover would need to put actual values in place of the i and the j in the example from Listing 4.2. To consider possible values for these variables the prover has to know how the variables are used. This way the prover can match statements in the program with appropriate instances of the body of the quantified expression. Directives to the prover to match instances for quantified expressions to actual values are called triggers. In Viper there is the option to supply triggers for quantified expressions. If no triggers are specified, Viper will try to infer suitable triggers. However, VerCors does not support triggers in the input languages, since additional transformations on the AST may render the triggers unsuitable. Unsuitable triggers can cause the prover to fail to create the right instances to proof or disproof a verification condition.
Therefore, VerCors relies entirely on the triggers that are inferred by Viper. We refer to the article about Simplify by Detlefs et al. [8], for an in-depth explanation on how triggers can help the back-end provers to guide quantifier instantiations to establish a proof. This is the technique as used in Z3 [7], on which the Viper tool builds. In the body of the quantified expression are two array accesses. One for the element at index $i$ and one for the element at index $j$. To prove this predicate, Viper would infer two triggers for the expression, namely a trigger to match on the access to element $i$ and one to match the access of element $j$. This means that for every element of the array two instances are created, thereby creating a possible quadratic blowup of relations that the prover has to maintain.

Note however, that it is often unnecessary to specify array injectivity explicitly. If the specification already requires more than a half permission on every element in the array, this implicitly means that every element is different. Since if two elements would have the same memory location we would require a permission larger than 1 on that location (two times a permission greater than half), which is not possible. Only when we require read permissions smaller or equal to $\frac{1}{2}$ on the elements in the array, it might thus be necessary to specify injectivity explicitly.

In order to address the problem that VerCors can no longer reliably reason about multi-dimensional arrays using the newer versions of Viper, and to reason more efficiently about array injectivity, we will look at an alternative encoding of arrays in the next section.

### 4.2 New array encoding

In recent versions of Viper it is possible to use universal quantifiers for expressions with multiple quantified variables. Therefore, it is no longer required to flatten multi-dimensional arrays. This also means that the non-linear arithmetic to calculate the index into the flattened array is no longer required, giving us a possibility to reinstate the support for multi-dimensional arrays.

We created the domain encoding in Listing 4.3 to model the injectivity of arrays. In this domain every element of an array is modeled by the loc function, which combines a VCTArray object with an index. The domain is parameterized with the “CT” type as the type for the elements in the array. In the cases where we want to reason about permissions on elements in the array this can be a Ref type, but it can also be any other type as defined in the (resulting) Viper program. The functions first and second are used to retrieve the VCTArray object and the index from an array element. These functions are only used internally by the axiom all\_diff, which encodes injectivity. Note that the axiom all\_diff has only one trigger (loc(a, i)), compared to the two triggers that were inferred in the old array encoding to specify injectivity. Further there is the function alen, to model the length of the array.
Listing 4.3: Viper domain to encode arrays.

1 domain VCTArray[CT] { 
2  function loc(a: VCTArray[CT], i: Int): CT
3  function alen(a: VCTArray[CT]): Int
4  function first(r: CT): VCTArray[CT]
5  function second(r: CT): Int
6
7  axiom all_diff {
8    forall a: VCTArray[CT], i: Int :: { loc(a, i) }
9    first(loc(a, i)) == a && second(loc(a, i)) == i
10  }
11
12  axiom len_nonneg {
13    forall a: VCTArray[CT] :: { alen(a) }
14     alen(a) >= 0
15  }
16 }

Because multi-dimensional arrays are no longer flattened we must now also consider the inner arrays within the multi-dimensional array. For clarity we will use a 2-dimensional matrix to talk about the multi-dimensional array, and we will use a row to refer to an inner array within the matrix. Just as in the old encoding we wrap the outer array (matrix) in an Option type. In this way we can reason about Java arrays being null or C arrays pointing to NULL. For the inner arrays (rows) there is a choice to be made. For Java the rows could also be null. In C there are variants where rows can be NULL, and variants where rows can not be NULL. It is clear that these semantics are opposite, and we can not support them all in the way they are transformed currently. In Section 4.4.1 we will look more closely at these variants and their support that is currently under development in VerCors. For now, the choice was made to also wrap the rows in Option types, because this gives a more consistent type transformation within the COL language. Since it has never been possible to reason about permissions or values of entire rows in a matrix by VerCors, the rows are not wrapped in a Cell type. The inner types of the rows are being wrapped in a Cell type, because we do want to be able to reason about permissions to the elements of the matrix. This gives us the following transformations for a 2-dimensional matrix:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input type</th>
<th>Type after parsing</th>
<th>rewrite_arrays</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>int[][] matrix</td>
<td>Array&lt;Array&lt;Integer&gt;&gt; matrix</td>
<td>Option&lt;Array&lt;Option&lt;Array&lt;Cell&lt;Integer &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt; matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matrix[i][j]</td>
<td>matrix[i][j]</td>
<td>OptionGet(OptionGet( matrix)[i])[j].item</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note that in a later transformation VerCors will generate the not-null requirements from the OptionGet operation, and a dereference to a field of type Integer from the .item dereference.

With this new encoding, it is no longer required to explicitly specify injectivity for valid arrays and matrices. Injectivity for arrays is implicitly encoded by the all_diff axiom in the VCTArray domain, and for a matrix like the one in the example, Viper can also deduce that every row in the matrix is a different row. Therefore the specifications that are generated for a valid array now only contain a not-null condition and that the array has the specified length. For a valid matrix a not-null condition is generated for the outer array, and that the matrix has the specified number of rows. Additionally for every row in the matrix it will also generate a not-null constraint and that the row has the specified number of cells (columns). If we would have wrapped the rows in Cell types as well, then Viper could no longer deduce that all rows are different, since each row would now be encoded as a reference to a field with an Option<Array<Cell<Integer>>> type, so that two elements of the outer array of the matrix could point to the same Ref. In the implementation we have already anticipated on the possibility that VerCors will have to support multiple variants of the valid matrix annotation, for the cases where rows might be objects (like in Java) or when rows are consecutive blocks of memory (like in some variants in C). The appropriate constraints are generated based on the types, which for now are determined by the rewrite arrays transformation, but which will in the future be determined by the front-end based on the type of program that is being verified.

4.3 Results

To compare the performance of verification in Vercors with the old and the new encoding of arrays, we made use of the scripts and the set of representable examples as described in section 3.2. As noted before, the examples with multi-dimensional arrays are broken in the current version of Vercors, due to changes in the Viper back-end. Therefore we have compared results for three versions of the tool.

- **Vct1**, where examples with multi-dimensional arrays were still working.
- **Vct2**. At this point in time development of the new encoding of arrays was started. In this version part of the support for multi-dimensional arrays in VerCors was already broken, due to changes to the Viper back-end.
- **Vct3**, which is a more recent version of VerCors. This version again has a newer version of the Viper back-end.

Then we have two versions with the new array encoding: **Vct2-a**, which is the new array encoding as developed on top of the Vct2 version and **Vct3-a**, which is the Vct2-a version updated to the Vct3 version of VerCors. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic overview of the source tree. References to the exact points in the Git history can be found in Appendix A.
To get accurate results we used the scripts from section 3.2 to verify each example from the set of representable examples 5 times, for each version of the tool. Since a number of examples were broken in the Vct2 and Vct3 version of the tool, we first compare the results for the Vct1 and Vct2 version of the tool to the Vct2-a version. Then we also compare the Vct2 and Vct3 version to the Vct3-a version. Note that failing examples are marked with a “-”.

In the set of representable examples, the following examples make use of arrays:

- `case-studies/prefixsum-drf.pvl`
- `verifythis2018/challenge2.pvl`
- `arrays/DutchNationalFlag.pvl`
- `openmp/addvec2.pvl`
- `carp/summation-kernel-1.pvl`

Of which the `case-studies/prefixsum-drf.pvl` is the only example that makes use of a multi-dimensional array.

### 4.4 Discussion

As we can see in Table 4.1, the `carp/histogram-submatrix.c` example and the `case-studies/prefixsum-drf.pvl` fail to verify in version Vct2. This is due to the changes in Viper, which cause examples with multi-dimensional arrays to break. We also see that the `verifythis2018/Challenge2.pvl` example fails for version Vct2 and Vct2-a. On closer inspection we found that this is not due to the array encoding. This example sometimes gets a Pass verdict, and sometimes a Fail verdict. When the example fails VerCors reports “(No location)”. However on further investigation it seems that the failure is in a loop invariant, which has nothing to do with arrays. Therefore we believe that this inconsistent behavior is caused by something else. In the list with representable examples, the `case-studies/prefixsum-drf.pvl` example has three invariants with the \array and \matrix annotations. Table 4.1 shows that this example
### Table 4.1: Comparing total verification times (in ms) of Vct1, Vct2 and Vct2-a. Sorted by relative speedup from Vct2 to Vct2-a.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Vct1</th>
<th>Vct2</th>
<th>Vct2-a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>case-studies/prefixsum-drf.pvl</td>
<td>193286</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carp/histogram-submatrix.c</td>
<td>19579</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verifythis2018/challenge2.pvl</td>
<td>21709</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carp/summation-kernel-1.pvl</td>
<td>24320</td>
<td>18896</td>
<td>16817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manual/option.pvl</td>
<td>6798</td>
<td>8876</td>
<td>8364</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(waitnotify/Queue.pvl</td>
<td>5441</td>
<td>7518</td>
<td>7116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type-casts/TypeExample1.java</td>
<td>5261</td>
<td>7151</td>
<td>6776</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basic/CollectionTest.pvl</td>
<td>5047</td>
<td>7570</td>
<td>7308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>witnesses/TreeWandSilver.java</td>
<td>33340</td>
<td>32210</td>
<td>31800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>layers/LFQHist.java</td>
<td>13597</td>
<td>15113</td>
<td>15111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrays/DutchNationalFlag.pvl</td>
<td>10799</td>
<td>13019</td>
<td>13024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>futures/TestFuture.pvl</td>
<td>6824</td>
<td>8401</td>
<td>8656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floats/TestFloat.java</td>
<td>15827</td>
<td>15542</td>
<td>16393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openmp/add-spec-simd.c</td>
<td>14440</td>
<td>14127</td>
<td>16136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openmp/addvec2.pvl</td>
<td>12822</td>
<td>13312</td>
<td>16037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floats/TestHist.java</td>
<td>21423</td>
<td>17862</td>
<td>22361</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4.2: Comparing total verification times (in ms) of Vct2, Vct3 and Vct3-a. Sorted by relative speedup from Vct3 to Vct3-a.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Vct2</th>
<th>Vct3</th>
<th>Vct3-a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>case-studies/prefixsum-drf.pvl</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>98715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carp/histogram-submatrix.c</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floats/TestFloat.java</td>
<td>15542</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carp/summation-kernel-1.pvl</td>
<td>18896</td>
<td>19694</td>
<td>18934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manual/option.pvl</td>
<td>8876</td>
<td>10275</td>
<td>10103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basic/CollectionTest.pvl</td>
<td>7570</td>
<td>8483</td>
<td>8391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waitnotify/Queue.pvl</td>
<td>7518</td>
<td>8283</td>
<td>8197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type-casts/TypeExample1.java</td>
<td>7151</td>
<td>8022</td>
<td>8068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>witnesses/TreeWandSilver.java</td>
<td>32210</td>
<td>29072</td>
<td>29334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrays/DutchNationalFlag.pvl</td>
<td>13019</td>
<td>13877</td>
<td>14036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>futures/TestFuture.pvl</td>
<td>8401</td>
<td>9568</td>
<td>9741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>layers/LFQHist.java</td>
<td>15113</td>
<td>16130</td>
<td>16481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openmp/add-spec-simd.c</td>
<td>14127</td>
<td>15514</td>
<td>18842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openmp/addvec2.pvl</td>
<td>13312</td>
<td>14673</td>
<td>18530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floats/TestHist.java</td>
<td>17862</td>
<td>20226</td>
<td>34278</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is nearly four times faster to verify in the Vct2-a version compared to the Vct1 version. We also see that some examples are slower to verify in the Vct2-a version compared to the Vct2 version. We believe this might be because the sequences that are used in the old encoding (Vct2) are a primitive type in Viper. Therefore, optimizations in Viper might allow Viper to reason more efficiently about elements in sequences, whereas in the new encoding (Vct2-a) Viper has to maintain the additional relation between the VCTArray object and the index that defines an element in the array.

Table 4.2 shows the effect of the new encoding in relation to the newer version of VerCors with the old encoding. We see that in the Vct3 and the Vct3-a version the floats/TestFloat.java example fails. This verification example does not terminate due to a matching loop in a universal quantifier. Matchings for quantifier instantiations in general influence verification performance. We will look at this in detail in chapter 5.

As we can see the Vct3 version of VerCors overall performs worse than the Vct2 version. This negative effect seems to be reinforced by the new array encoding in the Vct3-a version.

In the new encoding injectivity of an array no longer has to be specified explicitly. Being able to infer this property automatically significantly improved performance in cases where this property is required. This is mostly the case when only read permissions are required on the elements of an array. Also, it is no longer required to flatten multi-dimensional arrays to one-dimensional arrays. This eliminates the need for the non-linear arithmetic required to determine the (injective) relation between indices in the multi-dimensional array and the (calculated) corresponding index in the flattened array.

In the old situation there was no explicit check on the bounds of an array. This is also the case for the new encoding. Since every heap location, thus every element in the array, is protected by permissions this does not have to be an issue. If the permissions on the elements of the array are specified correctly, it is not possible to read or write out of bounds, since the thread would not have permission to read or write to that location. It might, however, be desirable to add explicit bound checks, to protect users from inadvertently writing erroneous specifications. This could be done by generating a wrapper function for loc(a: VCTArray, i: Integer) with the precondition that 0<=i && i<alen(a) (in other words, i is within bounds of the array).

4.4.1 Array differences

As noted before VerCors translates both Java and C arrays the same way. They are initially parsed to the Array type in COL. In a later transformation they are wrapped in an Option type and the inner elements are wrapped in a Cell type. However different sorts of arrays have different semantics in Java and C. Table 4.3 shows the various types of arrays in Java and C, their semantics, and if they are supported in VerCors. The column “Nullable” indicates whether a matrix (or array) can be null or NULL. The column “Row assignable” indicates whether or not another array can be assigned to a row of the matrix. In this list we also
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lang</th>
<th>Decl</th>
<th>Nullable</th>
<th>Row assignable</th>
<th>VerCors support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Java</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>int</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>matrix</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>matrix</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>matrix</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>int</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>matrix</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>int</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>matrix</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>matrix</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Valid array types

look at pointers in C, since for many concurrent programs this mechanism is also used to work with subsequent blocks of memory. For PVL we only included the notation that is supported by VerCors, since there is no exact specification of the language.

As it can be seen, not all array declaration notations are supported by VerCors. Further we see that the semantics differ between Java arrays and C arrays, and that C pointers have different semantics than C arrays. To better support the differences between the different types of arrays, the transformation should not be done in the COL language, since we would like the COL language to be consistent independent of the input language. Therefore the transformations whether or not arrays should be wrapped in an Option type, and whether the elements within the array should be wrapped in a Cell type, should be taken care of by the pre-COL transformation phase. This is mostly an engineering task, that is outside of the scope of this thesis. Currently work has started to integrate these improvements, however they are not yet merged into the tool. The transformations that generate the correct code for the \array and \matrix annotations, as well as the code that is generated to model array constructors, is prepared so that it will generate the correct code based on the types that are provided.

---

1Assigning to rows is wrongfully accepted by VerCors
Chapter 5

Trigger generation

In this chapter we look at another program structure that was identified as being slow to verify. This concerns universal quantifiers that are used to specify properties over possibly unbounded data structures. First we describe how quantified expressions are treated in VerCors and how they are passed to the Viper back-end verifier in Section 5.1. We describe how triggers can help the solver to discharge a proposition with universal quantifiers more quickly. Then we discuss the transformations that are needed to be able to generate valid triggers in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 and 5.4 we describe how triggers are generated and how this is implemented in the tool. We compare performance of verification for versions with and without triggers in Section 5.5 and we discuss the results in Section 5.6.

5.1 The structure of quantifiers

One of the ways VerCors supports reasoning over unbounded data structures is by the use of quantifiers. The notation of the quantifiers is similar to the JML syntax, with an additional forall to specify universal quantification over permissions. In the COL language the four main components of a quantified expression are structured as follows:

- Binder: to specify the type of quantifier.
- Declarations: to declare the variables that are quantified over.
- Selection: to specify the domain of the quantification.
- Main: the the body to which all elements in the domain have to adhere.

For illustration let’s consider the following JML statement:

```
\forall int i; 0<=i && i<input.length; input[i] == 0);
```

This statement specifies that all elements of the array called “input” have the value 0. In this statement the binder type is Forall. The single declaration
is \textbf{int} \ i, and the selection is \(0 \leq i \land i < \text{input.length}\). The main is the equality \(\text{input}[i] == 0\). In the Viper language there is no distinction between the selection and the main part of the quantifier. Therefore the selection and main are rewritten into an implication. This looks as follows: \(\forall i: \text{Int} :: 0 \leq i \land i < \text{input.length}; \text{input}[i] == 0;\) → \(\forall i: \text{Int} :: 0 \leq i \land i < \text{input.length}; \text{input}[i].\text{Integer}_\text{item} == 0\).

**Triggers**

In order for an SMT solver to reason about these propositions it has to instantiate the body of the quantifier with actual values in place of the quantified variables. But since this can be any value, it is important that the solver only uses instantiations that are relevant for the problem. This means that it should make the right instantiation to discharge a proof, but preferably not more, since adding irrelevant knowledge makes solving unnecessary slower. The SMT solver that is used in Viper, namely Z3, can be guided to trigger the right quantifier instantiations. This is done by supplying so-called triggers, which are patterns that the SMT solver can use to match against. If the solver encounters a statement with the given pattern(s), it will instantiate the quantifiers body with values for the current context. In the Viper language a user can also specify sets of triggers for the universal quantifier expressions, which are then used to guide Z3 into making the right quantifier instantiations. There are a couple of restrictions that Viper imposes on triggers, namely:

- Each quantified variable must occur at least once in a set of triggers.
- Each trigger must contain at least one quantified variable.
- Each trigger must have some sort of structure, e.g. a function application. A quantified variable itself is not a valid trigger.
- Triggers may not contain arithmetic or boolean operators.
- Accessibility predicates (permissions) are not allowed in trigger expressions.

In short these restrictions stem from the way relations are canonicalized in the SMT solver. For an in depth explanation we refer to the article on Simplify, by Detlefs et al [8].

If the user does not supply triggers, Viper will try to infer them from the body of the quantified expression. A downside of letting Viper infer the triggers is that it will most likely infer too many triggers. For instance let’s consider the Viper program in Listing 5.1 from the Viper tutorial [1] For the quantified expression in the axiom \textit{axsum}, Viper can infer the following trigger sets:

- \{\text{sum}(a, b)\}

\[1\]The Viper tutorial is located at \url{http://viper.ethz.ch/tutorial}
Thus for every state in which a match for all the triggers in one of the trigger sets is found, an instance of the quantified expression is generated. However, intuitively it is clear that we only need the axiom `axsum` to be applied when the pattern `sum(a, b)` is encountered. All other trigger combinations will lead to unnecessary quantifier instantiations, making verification slower. Therefore it is beneficial to supply the right triggers.

Listing 5.1: Viper specification for an Integer domain.

```viper
1 domain MyInteger {
2   function create_int(x: Int): MyInteger
3   function get_value(a: MyInteger): Int
4   function sum(a: MyInteger, b: MyInteger): MyInteger
5
6   axiom axCreate {
7     forall i: Int : : get_value(create_int(i)) == i
8   }
9
10  axiom axSum {
11     forall a: MyInteger, b: MyInteger : :
12       sum(a, b) == create_int( get_value(a) + get_value(b) )
13   }
14 }
```

Matching loops

An extreme effect of poorly chosen triggers (or poorly inferred triggers) is a matching loop. Listing 5.2 shows a specification of a factorial function. One of the candidate expressions to become a trigger for the quantifier at line 8 is the `fact(i)` term. However, if the solver would instantiate the body of the quantifier for this pattern, it would encounter another match for the term `fact(i−1)`. If the solver would not be able to prove that `i` eventually is smaller than 1, then the solver would continue generating instances indefinitely. When specifications become more complex, and are composed of multiple functions, it becomes less trivial to deduce where a matching loop could occur. As we have seen in Section 4.3 there is also an example in our set of representable examples that is plagued by this effect. Using the axiom profiler of Becker et al [3], we were able to determine that this example does not terminate because of a matching loop.

Listing 5.2: Specification of a factorial function.

```viper
1 class Factorial {
```
ensures \( \text{result} == (n > 1 ? n * \text{fact}(n-1): 1); \)

pure int \text{fact}(int n) {
  return n <= 1 ? 1 : n * \text{fact}(n-1);
}


void main() {
  assert (\forall int i; 0 < i; \text{fact}(i) == i * \text{fact}(i-1));
}

In VerCors there is no support for triggers in the input language. First because the VerCors specification language is based on JML, which does not use triggers. Second because VerCors rewrites the AST, and could thereby invalidate triggers. For instance, if new quantifiers are generated by VerCors to encode parallel blocks, this could add quantifier variables, which are not covered by the triggers that were in the input program. Therefore VerCors relies on Vipers capability of inferring triggers. Because quantifiers were identified as being a possible bottleneck in verification with VerCors, we have investigated if we could generate triggers for Viper and if that would improve performance.

5.2 Rewriting complex subscripts

Data structures that are often used in combination with quantified expressions are arrays or sequences. For these data structures quantifiers are often used to specify properties for all elements in the array or sequence. In the COL language that is used internally in VerCors, accessing a specific element in an array or sequence is modeled by the \textbf{Subscript} operator. A statement like \text{input}[2], where “input” is an array, would be represented as an \textbf{OperatorExpression} with the operator \textbf{Subscript} and the arguments \text{input} and 2. If we encounter such an expression in the body of a quantified expression, and we want to generate a trigger for it, we must adhere to the restrictions that Viper imposes on triggers. For instance, we can not use a trigger of the form \text{input}[i+1], since the subscript part of the expression uses the + operator. One possibility is to try to rewrite these kinds of subscripts to a form that is a valid trigger expression. To illustrate this procedure, let’s consider the example in Listing 5.3.

Listing 5.3: Function specification with complex subscript.

class Subscripts {
  invariant (\forall int i; 0 <= i \&\& i < |s| / 2; s[i] == s[2 * i]);
  void fun(seq<int> s);
}

In this example the forall quantifier specifies that for all elements in the first half of the sequence, the element at the position twice as far from the start should have the same value. In this expression there are two candidates for
trigger expressions: s[i] and s[2*i]. However, this is not a valid trigger set, since the second expression has the arithmetic operator *. What we can do to eliminate this multiplication is to introduce a fresh quantifier variable. Then we can replace the 2 * i expression in the body of the expression with the new variable, and we add an equality to the selection of the expression that the new variable should be equal to 2 * i. That gives us the following expression:

\( (\forall \text{int } i, \text{int } \text{unit\_var\_1}; \ 0 \leq i \land i < |s|/2 \land \text{unit\_var\_1} == 2*i; s[i] == s[\text{unit\_var\_1}]) \)

This gives us the candidate triggers s[i] and s[\text{unit\_var\_1}]. As a set, these triggers do adhere to the restrictions that Viper imposes on triggers:

- Both quantified variables occur in the set of triggers.
- Each trigger contains a quantified variable.
- Each trigger has a structure (in this case a subscript operation).
- There is no longer an arithmetic operator in (one of the) triggers.
- There are no accessibility predicates in the triggers.

One aspect that we do need to consider, is the effect of the complexity that we add to the quantifier expression by adding a quantified variable. The extra variable adds a dimension to the domain of the quantifier. That could make it even harder for the SMT solver to find the right instances to discharge a proof. Our hypothesis, however, is that the SMT solver can easily discharge the added equality in the selection of the quantifier (in our example the equality \( \text{unit\_var\_1} == 2*i \)), and that the positive effect of being able to generate an appropriate trigger will outweigh the costs of the added complexity.

### 5.3 Generating triggers

After eliminating complex subscripts we can try to generate trigger sets for universal quantifiers, at the end of the rewriting phase. This ensures that the generated triggers will not be invalidated by other transformations. Since the selection and the main elements of a COL quantifier are rewritten to an implication in the body of the Viper quantifier, we have to look for trigger candidates in the selection and the main of the COL quantifier. These trigger candidates have to adhere to the restrictions that Viper imposes on triggers. A trigger candidate is thus an expression that mentions at least one of the quantified variables, has some sort of structure (thus is not the variable itself) and does not contain an accessibility predicate. From this set of trigger candidates we compose valid trigger sets. We do this by first generating the powerset of the set with triggers (excluding the empty set, since the empty set is not a valid trigger set). From this powerset we select all the sets that mention all quantified variables, and are thereby valid trigger sets. We chose to consider all possible valid combinations of trigger expressions, to make sure that we do not inadvertently block necessary quantifier instantiations. The intuition is that these triggers still contain
more abstractions (e.g. domain encodings used by VerCors) than triggers that would be inferred by Viper. Thereby our triggers are more specific and cause less spurious quantifier instantiations in the SMT solver.

5.4 Implementation

To enable the rewriting of complex subscripts in quantifiers and adding triggers, the optional command line flag \texttt{--triggers} has been introduced. This command line flag should receive an integer value. Internally, the binary representation of the value is used to switch on or off the rewriting of complex subscripts and trigger generation. If the second least bit is set (value & 2), the complex subscripts are rewritten. If the least significant bit is set (value & 1), then triggers are generated. This gives us the following possible values:

0. No additional transformation will be made.
1. Will add triggers if possible, without any further transformations.
2. Will rewrite complex subscripts to a new quantified variable, and will not add triggers.
3. Will rewrite complex subscripts and add triggers if possible.

5.5 Results

To check the effect of rewriting complex subscripts and adding triggers to quantifiers, we compared verification times for the set of representable examples from Section 3.2. We compare verification times for version \texttt{Vct3} of the tool, for all four options for the \texttt{--trigger} flag: No additional transformations (\texttt{Vct3}), only add triggers (\texttt{Vct3-t1}), only rewrite complex subscripts in quantifiers (\texttt{Vct3-t2}) and rewriting complex subscripts in quantifiers plus adding triggers (\texttt{Vct3-t3}). For each version the example is verified 5 times, and the average is shown in Table 5.1.

However from Chapter 4 we know that examples using multi-dimensional arrays could not be verified with version \texttt{Vct3} of the tool. Therefore we have also applied our changes to implement the triggers features to the \texttt{Vct3-a} version of the tool. This gives us the versions \texttt{Vct3-a-t1} (\texttt{Vct3-a} plus trigger generation), \texttt{Vct3-a-t2} (\texttt{Vct3-a} plus rewriting complex subscripts in quantifiers) and \texttt{Vct3-a-t3} (\texttt{Vct3-a} plus rewriting complex subscripts and trigger generation). In Table 5.2 are the verification times for the examples using this version.

References to the exact points in the Git history for version \texttt{Vct3-t} and \texttt{Vct3-a-t} can be found in Appendix A.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Vct3</th>
<th>Vct3-t1</th>
<th>Vct3-t2</th>
<th>Vct3-t3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>floats/TestFloat.java</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17483</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>17516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openmp/add-spec-simd.c</td>
<td>15514</td>
<td>15646</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opens/2pvl</td>
<td>14673</td>
<td>14857</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basic/CollectionTest.pvl</td>
<td>8483</td>
<td>8429</td>
<td>8400</td>
<td>8395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>futures/TestFuture.pvl</td>
<td>9568</td>
<td>9730</td>
<td>9558</td>
<td>9492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manual/option.pvl</td>
<td>10275</td>
<td>10352</td>
<td>10299</td>
<td>10202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floats/TestHist.java</td>
<td>20226</td>
<td>19997</td>
<td>20297</td>
<td>20212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrays/DutchNationalFlag.pvl</td>
<td>13887</td>
<td>13913</td>
<td>13870</td>
<td>13951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waitnotify/Queue.pvl</td>
<td>8283</td>
<td>8458</td>
<td>8504</td>
<td>8340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carp/sumation-kernel-1.pvl</td>
<td>19694</td>
<td>19770</td>
<td>19817</td>
<td>19865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type-casts/TypeExample1.java</td>
<td>8022</td>
<td>8161</td>
<td>8144</td>
<td>8152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>layers/LFQHist.java</td>
<td>16130</td>
<td>16717</td>
<td>16398</td>
<td>16441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>witnesses/TreeWandSilver.java</td>
<td>29072</td>
<td>29841</td>
<td>30250</td>
<td>29682</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Comparing total verification times (in ms) for version Vct3, with and without triggers. Sorted by relative speedup from Vct3 to Vct3-t3.

5.6 Discussion

From the results in Table 5.1 we can note multiple things. First of all we see that in the TestFloat.java example the added triggers eliminate the matching loop that caused the verification to run indefinitely. In the next two examples we see that the complexity that is introduced by rewriting complex subscripts to additional quantified variables cause the verification to fail. Further we see that generating triggers does not have a positive effect on verification times for these examples. Next we see that the Challenge2.pvl only succeeds for version Vct3. However in Section 4.3 we already concluded that verification of this example is inconsistent. Therefore we can not base conclusions on this result. For the remaining examples we see that the added transformations are of a minimal effect on the total verification times.

For the results with the new array encoding in combination with generating triggers from Table 5.2 we can note the same for the TestFloat.java example, namely that the added triggers help break the matching loop that caused this example to run indefinitely. Then there are the same two examples that fail to verify when complex subscripts are rewritten to additional quantified variables. But there also are two examples that benefit significantly from the added transformations: The TestHist.java example takes only 67 % of the time to verify if we rewrite complex subscripts and add triggers. And the prefixsum-drf.pvl example is also 29 % faster when we rewrite complex subscripts and add triggers. For the remaining examples we see that again the effect on total verification time is minimal.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Vct3-a</th>
<th>Vct3-a-t1</th>
<th>Vct3-a-t2</th>
<th>Vct3-a-t3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>floats/TestFloat.java</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32693</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>34219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openmp/add-spec-simd.c</td>
<td>18842</td>
<td>19329</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openmp/addvec2.pvl</td>
<td>18530</td>
<td>19629</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>floats/TestHist.java</td>
<td>34278</td>
<td>24412</td>
<td>31877</td>
<td>23122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case-studies/prefixsum-drf.pvl</td>
<td>98715</td>
<td>96133</td>
<td>68190</td>
<td>69797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrays/DutchNationalFlag.pvl</td>
<td>14036</td>
<td>14153</td>
<td>14673</td>
<td>13975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manual/option.pvl</td>
<td>10103</td>
<td>10266</td>
<td>11123</td>
<td>10072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type-casts/TypeExample1.java</td>
<td>8068</td>
<td>7993</td>
<td>8002</td>
<td>8081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>futures/TestFuture.pvl</td>
<td>9741</td>
<td>9880</td>
<td>9708</td>
<td>9819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>layers/LFQHist.java</td>
<td>16481</td>
<td>16457</td>
<td>16662</td>
<td>16657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carp/histogram-submatrix.c</td>
<td>18095</td>
<td>18380</td>
<td>18058</td>
<td>18324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>basic/CollectionTest.pvl</td>
<td>8391</td>
<td>8289</td>
<td>8394</td>
<td>8500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>carp/summation-kernel-1.pvl</td>
<td>18934</td>
<td>19517</td>
<td>21016</td>
<td>19222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waitnotify/Queue.pvl</td>
<td>8197</td>
<td>8190</td>
<td>8304</td>
<td>8351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>witnesses/TreeWandSilver.java</td>
<td>29334</td>
<td>29502</td>
<td>30290</td>
<td>30001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Comparing total verification times (in ms) for version Vct3-a, with and without triggers. Sorted by relative speedup from Vct3-a to Vct3-a-t3.
Because the effect of rewriting complex subscripts in quantifiers and/or adding triggers can have a positive or negative effect depending on the context, we chose to not enable this feature by default. Only the TestFloat.java example does not verify in the Vct3 version, and can be verified when triggers are generated. However we think that the matching loop is caused by a more fundamental problem, that needs to be solved in the VCTFloat domain that is used by VerCors to model floating point numbers. For the other examples, rewriting complex subscripts and generating triggers does not necessarily have a positive effect on the performance. Therefore we have kept the --trigger option with the integer value to specify what transformations the user wants to apply. In this way expert users that think they can benefit of these features can still use them, but for users unaware of these features the safest way is to not use them by default.
Chapter 6

Related work

This research is focused very specifically at the performance of program verification with VerCors. In literature we can look more broadly at research and comparison of performance between different verification techniques. Cassios et al have published an experience report in which Symbolic Execution (SE) is compared to Verification Condition Generation (VNG) [11]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no report on the analysis of specifically which parts of a program have the most influence on the performance of verification.

Leino et al identify matching loops in quantified expressions as a significant contributor to instabilities in performance and user experience in program verification [13]. They propose to move trigger logic away from the SMT solver and into the high level verifier. The paper presents three techniques for trigger selection that are implemented in the Dafny verifier: Quantifier splitting, trigger sharing and matching loop detection. First terms that could be part of a trigger are collected. Then it enumerates subsets of these terms and rejects terms that are not allowed. The trigger candidates are evaluated to see if they can cause a matching loop. If this is the case, then the trigger is also removed from the Pool. In practice users tend to collect related conditions under a single quantifier. However, the technique to prevent matching loops may cause essential triggers to be eliminated if the conditions in the quantifier are only weakly related. To mitigate this problem, the quantifier is split into multiple quantifiers. Thereby preventing the case that a possible matching loop for one condition eliminates an essential trigger for another condition. To recover the triggers that were eliminated by the matching loop detection for the quantifier that is split, the pool of triggers is enriched with the trigger candidates that derive from the same split quantifier. This is what they call trigger sharing. The techniques are implemented in the Dafny verification tool. They show significant performance gains on Dafny’s test suite and larger verification problems.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

In this research we wanted to investigate what performance bottlenecks in program verification with VerCors were, in order to optimize performance of the tool. First we have identified two program constructs that could cause poor performance in verification, namely the encoding of (injectivity of) arrays and the use of universal quantifiers without triggers. We have also developed a framework that can help identify which program constructs take relatively more time to verify. First results have shown that the framework can identify the constructs that were also identified by experts as possibly being problematic. We think this framework can help identify new problematic constructs as the tool evolves. If the encoding of existing concurrency abstractions in VerCors changes, the learned normalized verification times for the nodes that model this abstraction will automatically change accordingly. Thus if the change has a negative effect on performance, this will show up in higher verification times. Further, if new abstractions are added to the tool, for instance by adding new node types in the COL AST, then they can easily be added to the framework. This makes it possible to immediately monitor how the performance of verification of this abstraction relates to verification of the rest of the programs.

Next we have developed a new encoding for arrays. Before this research the support for multi-dimensional arrays was broken in VerCors, due to an update in the back-end verifier. Therefore we had to compare results to an older version of VerCors. We have seen a verification speedup of 4 times in cases where array injectivity was a relevant property.

Finally we have investigated if we could benefit from generating trigger sets for universal quantifiers in VerCors. We have seen that in specific cases adding triggers can improve performance. However additional transformations that are needed to be able to generate valid triggers can have a negative effect.
7.1 Future work

In order to improve the framework to monitor normalized verification times for AST nodes, future work could focus on also considering the structure of the syntax tree. For instance taking into account how deep (invariants for) loops are nested, or if certain expressions are used in special contexts.

In the current situation, the learning of normalized verification times for AST nodes is done before the AST is rewritten. This is at the highest level of abstraction. To identify more specifically which part of the transformation causes an abstraction to be slow to verify, it could also be interesting to add counting passes further on in the transformation chain, in order to monitor unit times at different abstraction levels.

With the new array encoding, multi-dimensional arrays no longer have to be flattened to a one-dimensional array. This eliminates the need for a non-linear calculation to map indices from the original array to the flattened array. In VerCors there are rewrite rules that rewrite quantified expressions with subscripts to help the back-end verifier to reason about the non-linear arithmetic. It would be interesting to investigate if eliminating these rewrite rules would have a positive effect on performance.

In transforming abstractions VerCors can generate various quantified expressions. In subsequent transformations these quantifiers might be split and rewritten further. It could be interesting to investigate how these transformations influence the ability to generate valid trigger sets, and how this influences performance.

Currently, the only strategy to select trigger sets for quantified expressions is to generate the powerset of all trigger candidates and filter the valid sets. Future work could focus on how to reduce the set of triggers without eliminating essential trigger expressions.
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Appendix A

VerCors repository history

Over time various versions of the VerCors tool have been key in the context of this thesis. With regard to the encoding of arrays these were the points where the old encoding was still working (Vct1), the version on which the new encoding is build (Vct2) and a more recent version at the time of writing (Vct3). The Git commit hashes that mark these points of time in the history of the VerCors repository are the following:

```
Vct1  e6f0a2e198ca4e0ccfffd33bae3bb7421cbac
Vct2  5)262799fdef5ec65bd396e5d19cac76fd6c07f5
Vct3  6f266bac19e22bb056e4f0ddd1f0e08f31ca22be8
```

A.1 Time learning framework

The implementation of the time learning framework as discussed in Section 3.3 is based on the Vct1 version of the tool. The Git commit hash that marks this point in the VerCors repository is:

```
7be7fcbe170f0a0426f80092bfaadecc329b5514cc0
```

A.2 New array encoding

The new array encoding, as discussed in Section 4.2 that was based on Vct2, can be found in Vct2-a. In Vct3-a the new array encoding is merged with the later version of VerCors. The Git commit hashes that mark these points in the VerCors repository are the following:

```
Vct2-a  716a46ad2a314260011287ade1d1ececb90d4070
Vct3-a  e6d4c0530d167f209f05ed8d6e0026bfb2431d11
```

1The VerCors repository is located at https://github.com/utwente-fmt/vercors
A.3 Trigger generation

The implementation for generating triggers, as discussed in Chapter 5, based on version Vct3 of the VerCors tool, can be found in version Vct3-t. In version Vct3-a-t the implementation of triggers is merged with the new array encoding from Section 4.2. The Git commit hashes that mark these points in the VerCors repository are:

Vct3-t 96922644ac6aa27ab8d4f9d94354f34b159cc0e
Vct3-a-t 28dd34aa0ae9cc7fdd71eece761e6d5a0c84
Appendix B

Set of representable examples

Below is the list of examples that is used to compare performance of different versions of the VerCors tool. The examples used are as they were current at commit 7b738ddb45483c43a96f34420c147555e7349f7c. These examples are all compatible with version `vct1` of VerCors, and are fixed where possible for the other versions of the tool.

- type-casts/TypeExample1.java
- floats/TestHist.java
- basic/CollectionTest.pvl
- carp/summation-kernel-1.pvl
- floats/TestFloat.java
- openmp/addvec2.pvl
- carp/histogram-submatrix.c
- witnesses/TreeWandSilver.java
- futures/TestFuture.pvl
- case-studies/prefixsum-drf.pvl
- arrays/DutchNationalFlag.pvl
- manual/option.pvl
- waitnotify/Queue.pvl
- layers/LFQHist.java
• openmp/add-spec-simd.c
• verifythis2018/challenge2.pvl
Appendix C

Results

In this appendix are the results as presented in this thesis. Measurements are done with a system with the following specifications:

- Dell Precision M2800
- Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4710MQ CPU @ 2.50GHz, 2501 Mhz, 4 Core(s), 8 Logical Processor(s).
- Memory: 8.00 GB
- Operating system: Windows 10 Pro 1803 X64.

C.1 Normalized verification time per AST node

In this section are the learned unit times as discussed in Section 3.3 and 3.4. In Listing [C.1] are the learned unit times. In Listing [C.2] is the learned absolute difference for the unit times. The latter gives an indication of the accuracy of the learned unit time.

Listing C.1: Learned unit times for COL AST nodes, before rewriting.

```json
{
    "vct.col.ast.PrimitiveType:String": 436.3587529274005,
    "vct.col.ast.BindingExpression:Star:non-linear": 292.2344289092933,
    "vct.col.ast.PrimitiveType:Option": 279.75,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:OptionSome": 279.75,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:OfType": 225.95652173913044,
    "vct.col.ast.TypeVariable": 141.38095238095238,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:ValidArray": 130.5266362060251,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:ValidMatrix": 127.89861824553546,
    "vct.col.ast.ParallelBarrier": 108.63452278058679,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:VectorCompare": 106.82352941176471,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:VectorRepeat": 106.82352941176471,
}```
Listing C.2: Learned differences in unit times for COL AST nodes, before rewriting.

```json
{
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:Take": 46.05298013245033,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:Subscript": 45.0805645289825,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:Minus": 45.0171615079705,
    "vct.col.ast.BindingExpression:Forall": 44.90526148594286,
    "vct.col.ast.Lemma": 44.2904550669653,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:Wand": 44.2904550669653,
    "vct.col.ast.ActionBlock": 43.888575150812656,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:LTE": 43.391730315280036,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:And": 43.303196355395535,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:GT": 43.263177874969806,
    "vct.col.ast.PrimitiveType:Boolean": 43.20991409337897,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:LT": 43.09841925678941,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:Size": 42.931257949568966,
    "vct.col.ast.ParallelBlock": 41.61108981883007,
    "vct.col.ast.ParallelRegion": 41.61108981883007,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:Tail": 41.48513329198524,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:Value": 39.74618842614653,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:Mult": 38.81302978718812,
    "vct.col.ast.ParallelAtomic": 37.96684230639937,
    "vct.col.ast.PrimitiveType:Array": 37.35537178553868,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:MatrixSum": 37.18501170960187,
    "vct.col.ast.BindingExpression:Star": 36.990366990122,
    "vct.col.ast.PrimitiveType:Resource": 36.990366990122,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:UMinus": 35.71410305028053,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:NewArray": 35.46007883724915,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:Future": 35.15452038888792,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:Or": 35.12420144337109,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:Mod": 30.228637518142236,
    "vct.col.ast.BindingExpression:Forall:non-linear": 29.124944336324056,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:HistoryPerm": 29.05927276502691,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:Field": 28.557522123893804,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:Not": 27.25068405572092,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:History": 25.90576401264436,
    "vct.col.ast.PrimitiveType:Process": 25.431439166249206,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:Head": 20.90362735911609,
    "vct.col.ast.BindingExpression:Exists": 15.029005524861878,
    "vct.col.ast.OperatorExpression:Scale": 14.542321206709117,
    "vct.col.ast.PrimitiveType:Location": 14.542321206709117
}
```